Raising Sextuplets! (Series 1)
6 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Surviving Six
Bryan and Jenny Masche are learning that being first-time parents to sextuplets is harder than
they thought. Everything parents usually go through is expanded sixfold in their world. Just
washing the family dog Luke turns into a major ordeal when half a dozen 16 months olds get in on
the action.

2. Trees and Baby Bees
When the Masches first bought their three-bedroom house, they couldn’t dream they would
outgrow it so fast. But with sextuplets, the house is bursting at the seams! After Grandpa Bill offers
the services of his construction company for a remodel, they find out Jenny’s beloved tree in the
front yard is blocking the way.

3. Making Over Mom
Jenny may have lost her pregnancy weight, but having six babies has done a number on her body.
After eighteen months, she’s ready to reverse the damage through plastic surgery. Problem is,
between husband Bryan, her parents and her in-laws, everyone’s got an opinion about Jenny’s
plans to go under the knife. She decides to do it her way, but complications during surgery create
unexpected anxiety.

4. Christmas Chaos
Christmas is hectic for any family, but it becomes downright crazy when you have sextuplets!
There’s never a dull moment during the family Christmas tree hunt, Christmas card photo session
and Vegas shopping spree. The six Arizona desert babies see snow for the first time – with
decidedly mixed reactions. But holiday cheer takes over when Santa shows up bearing gifts.

5. Surfside Six
As the babies get older and harder to wrangle, Bryan and Jenny have differing ideas about how
they should experience the world! Bryan’s the overprotective dad who wants the babies close by
his side, while Jenny thinks each of the babies should be free to roam and learn through
exploration. Their parenting styles clash on a family trip to Huntington Beach, CA.
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6. Water Babies
Bryan and Jenny turn to the experts as their sextuplets head toward the terrible twos! Mom and
Dad get professional advice on disciplining six increasingly individual personalities. Swimming
lessons become a family affair when each of the babies needs their own adult to join them in the
pool. Meanwhile Bryan heads to the diet doctor for his final weigh-in.
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